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ABSTRACT

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) provides the runtime environment for

Java programs, which allows Java to be “write once, run anywhere”.

JVM plays a decisive role in the correctness of all Java programs

running on it. Therefore, ensuring the correctness and robustness

of JVM implementations is essential for Java programs. To date,

various techniques have been proposed to expose JVM bugs via

generating potential bug-revealing test programs. However, the

diversity and effectiveness of test programs generated by existing

research are far from enough since they mainly focus on minor syn-

tactic/semantic mutations. In this paper, we propose JavaTailor,

the first history-driven test program synthesis technique, which

synthesizes diverse test programs by weaving the ingredients ex-

tracted from JVM historical bug-revealing test programs into seed

programs for coveringmore JVM behaviors/paths. More specifically,

JavaTailor first extracts five types of code ingredients from the his-

torical bug-revealing test programs. Then, to synthesize diverse test

programs, it iteratively inserts the extracted ingredients into the

seed programs and strengthens their interactions via introducing

extra data dependencies between them. Finally, JavaTailor employs

these synthesized test programs to differentially test JVMs. Our ex-

perimental results on popular JVM implementations (i.e., HotSpot

and OpenJ9) show that JavaTailor outperforms the state-of-the-art

technique in generating more diverse and effective test programs,

e.g., test programs generated by JavaTailor can achieve higher JVM

code coverage and detect many more unique inconsistencies than

the state-of-the-art technique. Furthermore, JavaTailor has detected

10 previously unknown bugs, 6 of which have been confirmed/fixed

by developers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is the fundamental infrastructure to

support the running of Java programs and the programs that are

written in other programming languages but can be compiled to

Java bytecode [18, 34, 35, 42, 45]. Over the years, many JVMs have

been developed by various organizations or companies, such as

HotSpot from Oracle [6], OpenJ9 from IBM [9], GIJ from GNU [5],

and Zulu from Azul [10]. Although many of them have been elab-

orately maintained for many years, like other software systems,

JVM also contains bugs [44]. Due to its fundamental role, JVM bugs

could lead to unexpected behaviors (even disasters in safety-critical

domains) of any programs running on top of it. Therefore, it is

crucial to ensure JVM’s quality.

In recent years, some JVM testing techniques have been pro-

posed to guarantee the quality of JVM, including classfuzz [31] and

classming [30]. These techniques design various mutation operators

to generate a large number of Java classfiles (*.class) based on

real-world classfiles (also called seed classfiles) as test inputs for

JVM testing. In this paper, we call JVM’s test inputs test programs

and seed classfiles seed programs following the existing work [23].

Specifically, classfuzz [31] designs a series of syntactic mutation op-

erators (e.g., changing the modifier or type of a variable). However,

its generated test programs are usually invalid, causing that they

are rejected at the JVM’s startup stage (i.e., loading, linking, and

initialization) and thus cannot reach the follow-up verification and

execution stages. To get rid of this limitation, the state-of-the-art
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technique, i.e., classming, was proposed [30], which designs some

mutation operators (e.g., inserting goto or return instructions)

to alter the control- and data- flow of seed programs instead of

syntactic mutation.

Although these techniques have been demonstrated to be able to

detect some new JVM bugs, they still suffer from the effectiveness

problem. Specifically, they just aim to generate the test programs

with diverse control- and data- flow by accumulating minor muta-

tions, rather than bug-revealing test programs. That is, their goal is

not directly aligned with the testing goal, leading to spending plenty

of time on generating and executing the test programs without the

bug-revealing capability and thus hindering their effectiveness.

Moreover, the great control- and data- flow diversity of test pro-

grams does not mean diverse testing capabilities for the JVM under

test. In particular, their minor mutations (e.g., mutating some key-

words) actually limit the space for constructing new test programs

and thus limit their testing capabilities. For example, in our study

(to be presented in Section 4) the state-of-the-art technique (i.e.,

classming) only increases 1.30% JVM line coverage compared with

the seed program (i.e., avrora) after executing 3,765 its generated

test programs. Therefore, more effective JVM testing techniques

are still desirable.

To further improve the effectiveness of JVM testing, in this work

we propose a novel technique, called JavaTailor, which aims to

generate bug-revealing test programs as much as possible in order

to approach the ideal testing goal. To achieve this goal, JavaTailor

investigates the test programs revealing historical JVM bugs and

then extracts bug-revealing ingredients from them to facilitate the

generation of new bug-revealing test programs. The key insight

lies in that each historically bug-revealing test program contains

the ingredients facilitating the detection of the bug, which may

involve complicated code logic or cover corner cases. If we combine

the ingredients extracted from various historically bug-revealing

test programs or put these ingredients into different contexts, it is

very likely to generate the test programs that can cover more inter-

ested JVM’s behaviors/paths, leading to detecting new bugs. With

this intuition, we design JavaTailor consisting of three steps: First,

JavaTailor extracts the ingredients from our collected historically

bug-revealing test programs to form an ingredient pool. In particu-

lar, we systematically extract five types of ingredients at the block

level, to balance extraction efficiency and effectiveness. Second, Ja-

vaTailor generates a new test program by synthesizing a randomly

selected ingredient from the pool and a real-world classfile (i.e., a

seed program). The seed program is responsible to provide different

contexts for the extracted ingredient. The main technical challenge

of JavaTailor lies in this step since it is necessary to guarantee

the synthesized test program to be valid. Here, JavaTailor designs

two strategies (i.e., reusing variables in the seed program and con-

structing new definitions) to fix the broken syntactic and semantic

constraints in the extracted ingredient. In particular, JavaTailor al-

lows synthesizing the seed program with multiple ingredients in an

iterative way, which is helpful to combine different bug-revealing

ingredients for JVM testing. Third, JavaTailor adopts differential

testing to check whether the generated test program can reveal a

JVM bug or not.

To evaluate the effectiveness of JavaTailor, we conducted ex-

tensive experiments on two popular JVM implementations (i.e.,

HotSpot and OpenJ9) involving 5 OpenJDK versions, by taking 8

real-world benchmarks as seed programs and collecting 630 his-

torically bug-revealing test programs. Our experimental results

demonstrate that JavaTailor is able to detect much more unique

inconsistencies than the state-of-the-art JVM testing technique (i.e.,

classming [30]), achieving 792.31% ∼ 1742.86% improvements across

all the OpenJDK versions except OpenJDK14 (only JavaTailor de-

tects inconsistencies on this version, and thus we cannot calculate

the improvement on it). Also, on the basis of test coverage achieved

by the seed programs, JavaTailor is able to further improve much

more line coverage, branch coverage, and function coverage than

classming. In particular, JavaTailor detects 10 unknown bugs in the

latest HotSpot and OpenJ9, among which 6 has been confirmed or

fixed by developers after submitting them to the corresponding bug

repositories. Those results demonstrate the significant effectiveness

of JavaTailor.

To sum up, this work makes the following major contributions:

• Direction. We open a new direction for JVM testing: while

priorwork on JVM testing focused onminor syntactic/semantic

mutations, our work opens a new dimension for JVM test-

ing via history-driven test program synthesis to cover more

diverse JVM paths/behaviors.

• Technique. We propose a novel JVM testing technique,

called JavaTailor, which aims to generate bug-revealing test

programs as much as possible by elaborately utilizing his-

torically bug-revealing test programs.

• Implementation.We develop and release a tool to imple-

ment JavaTailor [7], including systematically extracting in-

gredients from historically bug-revealing test programs and

synthesizing the ingredients with a given seed program to

produce a valid test program.

• Study.We conduct an extensive study to evaluate JavaTailor

based on popular JVM implementations(i.e., HotSpot and

OpenJ9), demonstrating the significant superiority of Ja-

vaTailor over the state-of-the-art JVM testing technique. In

particular, JavaTailor has detected 10 unknown bugs, 6 of

which have been confirmed or fixed by developers.

2 MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES

Here, we use an example to illustrate the motivation of JavaTailor

and its major challenges.

Figure 1a shows a test program generated by JavaTailor, which

detects an unknown OpenJ9 bug. This bug is caused due to missing

null checks for the parameters in MemoryNotificationInfo in

the OpenJ9 implementation. MemoryNotificationInfo is an inter-

nal class under java.lang.management package, which is used to

notify when the memory usage exceeds a threshold. The notified in-

formation is vital for debugging when error occurs. When running

this test program with a null parameter (i.e., usage) on OpenJ9, it

is executed normally without any exception. However, when run-

ning the same test program on HotSpot, a NullPointerException
is thrown since its implementation contains null checks for the

parameters in MemoryNotificationInfo. The different behavior
exhibited by them indicates the existence of a bug in at least one

of them. Through our manual investigation and submitting a bug

report to the bug repository of OpenJ9, the bug was confirmed
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 1 public static void main(String[] args) {
 2   String str = "anystring";
 3
 4  String name = str;
 5  MemoryUsage usage = null;
 6  long count = 999;  //generate by random
 7  MemoryNotificationInfo mn;
 8  mn = new MemoryNotificationInfo(name, usage, count);
 9  count = mn.getCount();
10
11  System.out.println(str);
12 }

(a) Test program

 1 public static int run(String[] argv, PrintStream out) {
 2   MemoryUsage mu = new MemoryUsage(1, 2, 3, 4);                

 3  
 4  // Check negative count
 5  mn = new MemoryNotificationInfo("poolName", mu, -1);
 6   count = mn.getCount();
 7  if (count != -1) {
 8     out.println("FAILURE 2.");
 9     out.println("Wrong count: " + count + ", expected: -1");
10     testFailed = true;
11  }
12  ...
13 }

(b) Historical test program

Figure 1: Motivating example

  public MemoryNotificationInfo(String poolName, 
MemoryUsage usage, long count) {

    super();
+   if (poolName == null) {
+      /*[MSG "K0D02", "Null poolName"]*/
+  throw new NullPointerException(***.getString("K0D02"));
+   }
+
+   if (usage == null) {
+  /*[MSG "K0D03", "Null usage"]*/
+  throw new NullPointerException(***.getString("K0D03"));
+   }

  this.poolName = poolName;
  this.usage = usage;
  this.count = count;

 }

Figure 2: OpenJ9 Bug#12552

and fixed by OpenJ9’s developers (Bug ID: 12552 [2]). The patch

provided by them is shown in Figure 2, in which null checks have

been added for MemoryNotificationInfo’s parameters.

This bug-revealing test program is generated by synthesizing the

ingredient extracted from a historical bug-revealing test program

(as shown in Figure 1b) and an arbitrarily selected seed program (as

shown in Figure 1a without the code marked in red). Please note

that the historical test program cannot trigger the above detected

bug since no parameters in MemoryNotificationInfo are set to

null. Specifically, we extract Lines 5-6 from the historical test

program as the ingredient and then insert it to the seed program.

As shown in Figure 1a, we insert the ingredient at Lines 4-9 to

produce a test program. Here, directly inserting the ingredient to

the seed program cannot make the synthesized test program valid

due to lack of definition of some variables (such as mn and the

parameters of MemoryNotificationInfo), and we have to conduct
extra operations to make it valid.

To better integrate the ingredient and seed program for the trig-

gering of interesting/corner-case interactions between them, we

prefer to replace the undefined variables in the ingredient with

the existing variables satisfying type compatibility in the seed pro-

gram. Thus, we assign str defined at Line 2 to the first parameter

of MemoryNotificationInfo (as shown at Line 4). If the seed pro-

gram also does not contain such type-compatible variables, we have

to generate definitions for the corresponding variables. For example,

the second parameter of MemoryNotificationInfo belongs to the

type of MemoryUsage and thus we generate its definition as shown

at Line 5. Since the second parameter is initialized to be null, the
synthesized test program is able to trigger the bug.

We further analyzed whether existing JVM testing techniques

can detect this bug. Regardless of classming or classfuzz, they just

conduct minor mutations (e.g., changing the modifier of a vari-

able or inserting the goto keyword) on the seed program in an

iterative way, which aims to change the data- and control- flow

inside the seed program. If the seed program does not contain

MemoryNotificationInfo like the one used in the example (i.e.,

the seed program contains only Lines 2 and 11 as shown in Fig-

ure 1a), these techniques cannot generate test programs revealing

the bug no matter how to change its data- and control- flow. As pre-

sented above, however, synthesizing the ingredients from historical

test programs is more likely to introduce bug-revealing program

features, indicating the promising direction of mining the ingredi-

ents accumulated in a large number of historical bug-revealing test

programs for constructing better JVM test programs.

While it is a promising direction, synthesizing new bug-revealing

test programs based on historically bug-revealing test programs is

not trivial, which suffers from two major challenges:

Challenge 1: How to measure and extract ingredients in histori-

cally bug-revealing test programs? A test program tends to contain

various language structures, which can be represented at different

granularities (such as variables, blocks, or files). If we measure and

extract ingredients at a very fine-grained granularity (e.g., variable

granularity), the process of ingredient extraction could become

costly and the whole syntactic or semantic features relevant to bug

detection may be damaged. If the granularity is too coarse (e.g., file

granularity), the interaction between the extracted ingredients and

the seed program could be weak, which affects the integration of

the ingredients with new contexts and thus impairs the testing per-

formance of synthesized test programs. Therefore, measuring and

extracting ingredients at an appropriate granularity is important

and non-trivial.

Challenge 2: How to guarantee that a synthesized test program

is valid? A test program usually involves various syntactic and

semantic constraints. Violating them can make it become invalid,

and an invalid test program will be rejected by the JVM under

test, thus impairing the testing performance. When synthesizing

the ingredients extracted from one test program with another test

program, it is scarcely possible to produce a valid test program by

directly combining them since they tend to involve very different

syntactic and semantic constraints. Therefore, it is very important

but challenging to make the different constraints from the two test
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programs compatible during the synthesis process, so that a valid

test program can be produced.

3 APPROACH

In this paper, we propose a novel JVM testing technique, called Ja-

vaTailor, which aims to generate new bug-revealing test programs

by synthesizing the code ingredients extracted from historically

bug-revealing test programs with given seed programs. The key

insight behind JavaTailor is that 1) existing test programs reveal-

ing historical bugs contain the code ingredients facilitating the

detection of bugs, which tend to contain more complicated code

logic or cover various corner cases, and 2) combining various such

code ingredients and/or putting them into different code contexts

can potentially cover even more interesting JVM behaviors/paths

important for new JVM bug detection.

Figure 3 shows the overview of JavaTailor, which consists of

three stages. First, JavaTailor extracts the ingredients from the

collected test programs revealing historical bugs to construct an

ingredient pool (Section 3.1). More specifically, we systematically

design various types of code ingredients at the block granularity

in JavaTailor to balance both effectiveness and efficiency. Second,

JavaTailor synthesizes a randomly selected ingredient from the

ingredient pool with a given seed program to generate a valid test

program (Section 3.2). Meanwhile, JavaTailor fixes the broken syn-

tactic and semantic constraints in the code ingredient (i.e., missing

variables’ definitions) by either utilizing the type-compatible vari-

ables in the seed program or automatically constructing the missing

definitions. Third, JavaTailor executes the synthesized test program

for JVM testing (Section 3.3). It adopts differential testing based

on different JVM implementations (e.g., HotSpot and OpenJ9) to

check whether the test program reveals a bug or not. If there is

no inconsistencies identified by the synthesized test program, the

test program will be put into the pool of seed programs for further

combining with more ingredients.

3.1 Ingredient Extraction

As discussed in Section 2, the effectiveness of extracted ingredients

could be affected by its extraction granularity. In JavaTailor, we

adopt the block granularity as the trade-off between extraction

efficiency and effectiveness. Specifically, we systematically deign

five types of blocks for ingredient extraction as follows. In particular,

our implementation for JavaTailor is based on Soot [47], a widely-

used tool for analyzing Java classfiles, and our five types of blocks

can cover all the types of instructions supported by Soot. Based

on Soot, JavaTailor extracts ingredients from the Java classfile (i.e.,

Jimple code transformed by Soot) level rather than the source code

level, which can acquire the following benefits: 1) There are a

number of operations on Jimple code supported by Soot, facilitating

the implementation of JavaTailor; 2) It facilitates to generate more

test programs with richer semantics by getting rid of the constraints

from front-end compilers (e.g., javac).

• Sequential Ingredient (SEQ). A SEQ refers to a block con-

taining a sequence of instructions without any branches.

• If Ingredient (IF): A IF could have several branches (i.e., if,
else if, and else), and it includes the conditions of all the

branches and the corresponding bodies.

• Loop Ingredient (LOOP): A LOOP could be while, do-while,
or for LOOP. It includes the loop condition and the corre-

sponding body.

• Switch Ingredient (SWITCH): A SWITCH includes the

condition and all the cases. In Soot, it contains both lookupswitch
and tableswitch.

• Try-Catch Ingredient (TRAP): It includes the try body

and the statements used for handling the caught exception.

To implement the extraction of ingredients, JavaTailor trans-

forms a historical bug-revealing test program into a Control-Flow

Graph (CFG) based on the Jimple code obtained after Soot’s pro-

cessing. In a CFG, a node refers to a basic block including one or

more instructions, and an edge represents the code logic between

two basic blocks. An ingredient in JavaTailor includes one or more

basic blocks in a CFG.

Based on the CFG of a test program, JavaTailor first identifies

the starting points (i.e., basic blocks) of the latter four types of

ingredients according to the types of instructions included in each

basic block. For example, if a basic block contains a switch in-

struction, it can be regarded as the starting point of a SWITCH

ingredient. Then, for each starting point of an ingredient, JavaTailor

searches for its dependent basic blocks to form a whole ingredient.

For example, after identifying a basic block including a switch
instruction, JavaTailor searches for the basic blocks for all the cases

of this switch condition, and finally all these basic blocks form a

SWITCH ingredient. There is a special case in implementations

and we further illustrate it in detail: If a basic block contains an if
instruction, it is hard to determine whether it is the starting point

of an IF ingredient. This is because in Soot, loops are represented

as the combination of if and goto instructions. Thus, we need to

check whether its successor basic blocks contain a goto instruction.
If a goto instruction is found and its target is the starting point,

this basic block is actually the starting point of a LOOP ingredient;

otherwise, it is the starting point of an IF ingredient. For a basic

block that cannot be identified as the starting point of any of the

latter four types of ingredients, JavaTailor treats the basic block as

a SEQ ingredient.

To further illustrate the extraction process, we take an example

shown in Figure 4, which is a CFG of nested for-if. For each basic

block in the CFG, JavaTailor checks whether it is the starting point

of one of the ingredients. For example, for the block labeled as 2

(also called block 2), it contains an if instruction, indicating that
it may be the start point of an IF ingredient or a LOOP ingredient.

To figure out its type, JavaTailor recursively gets all its successor

blocks, and finds that there is a goto instruction that points to block
2 in block 5, indicating that this is a LOOP ingredient. It corresponds

to the part labeled as FOR in this figure. For block 3, there is no

goto instruction pointing to it in all its successor blocks, and thus

it is an If Ingredient, corresponding to the part labeled as IF in this

figure. When the extraction process is completed, JavaTailor can

extract 4 ingredients in this example, as shown at the bottom of

Figure 4. Note that the start and end blocks of CFG are filtered here,

due to its simple code logic.

Through extracting the five types of ingredients from all the

collected historical bug-revealing test programs, an ingredient pool

can be built by JavaTailor.
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if i0>=10 goto label 3

label 3:
return

if i0>=6 goto label 2

FOR

IF

$r1=java.lang.System.out
$r1.println(i0)

label 2:
i0 = i0 + 1
goto label1
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i0=0

1

2

4

3

5

6

Extracted Ingredients: IF: {3,4,5} SEQ: {4}, {5}LOOP: {2,3,4,5} 

Figure 4: Control flow graph of nested For-If

3.2 Test Program Synthesis

To generate a new test program, JavaTailor randomly selects an

ingredient from the ingredient pool as well as a seed program,

and then synthesizes the ingredient with the seed program. Also,

JavaTailor randomly selects a program point in the seed program

for inserting the extracted ingredient (we call it synthesis point

in this paper). Such random operations are helpful to generate

diverse synthesized test programs. As discussed in Section 2, it is

challenging to ensure that the synthesized test program is valid

due to breaking the original syntactic and semantic constraints

of the ingredient (i.e., missing variable definitions). Therefore, to

obtain a valid synthesized test program, JavaTailor has to fix those

broken constraints during the synthesis process. To achieve this

goal, JavaTailor has two strategies, i.e., reusing variables in the seed

program and constructing new definitions.

Reusing variables in the seed program. For a variable missing

its definition in the ingredient, JavaTailor prefers to find whether

there is a variable in the seed program that can be used to replace the

variable in the ingredient. In this way, the interaction between the

ingredient and the seed program can be stronger, enabling the new

context to produce larger impact on the historical bug-revealing

ingredient, which in turn is more likely to trigger different JVM

behaviors and reveal new bugs. Specifically, JavaTailor searches for

the type-compatible variables in the seed program with the variable

Ingredient

Depth 1

Depth 2

Seed Variable:
String s0 = “s”;

Class1(String str, Class2 c2)

Class2(int i, float f)

int i=1; float f=1.0;

String str = s0;

invoke Method fun(Class1 c1)

Reusing seed variable: Creating new variables:

Figure 5: Fix broken constraints

missing its definition in the ingredient from the code before the syn-

thesis point. If such a variable is found, JavaTailor then replaces the

ingredient’s variable with the identified type-compatible variable,

in order to recover the broken constraints.

Constructing new definitions. Not all the variables missing defi-

nitions in the ingredient can find such type-compatible variables in

the seed program, especially when the variable type is an Object
type. At this time, JavaTailor has to construct definitions for those

variables in order to fix the broken constraints. Algorithm 1 for-

mally illustrates the definition construction process. Regarding the

primitive types, JavaTailor directly constructs the corresponding

types of variables with a random initialization at Line 5. Otherwise,

if a variable’s type is an Object type, we can invoke the correspond-
ing constructor to define the variable at Line 9, but it is also very

likely to come across the parameters with other Object types in

the constructor as shown in Lines 10-15. Then, JavaTailor is also

required to define these parameters by invoking their constructors

at Line 14. That is, this process is recursive until all the required

parameters are primitive types. In particular, to avoid costly or

even endless recursion, JavaTailor sets a maximal recursion depth

(denoted as D) as the terminating condition in Lines 2-3. If the

recursion depth exceeds D, JavaTailor directly initializes the corre-

sponding parameters as null.
Figure 5 shows a simple example to further illustrate the pro-

cess of fixing broken constraints in JavaTailor, where the selected

ingredient is a function call with a parameter c1 of the Class1
type. To create the definition of c1, JavaTailor first needs to create

variables for the parameters of its constructor (i.e., String str
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Algorithm 1: Constructing new definitions

Input: 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 : the missing type, 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ: current iteration depth

Output: 𝑣: newly generated variable

1 Function CreateVarWithType(𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 , 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ):
2 if 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ >D then

3 return 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 ;

4 if type(𝑡 ) is primitive type or String then

5 𝑣 ← randomly create variable with type(𝑡 );

6 else

7 𝑐𝑠 ← identify all constructors of 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ;

8 if 𝑐𝑠 contains non-parameter constructor then

9 𝑣 ← create variable with non-parameter constructor;

10 else

11 𝑐 ← randomly select a constructor in 𝑐𝑠 ;

12 𝑡𝑠 ← identify all parameter types of 𝑐 ;

13 for each 𝑡 ∈ 𝑡𝑠 do
14 𝑝𝑡 ← 𝑝𝑡 ∪ CreateVarWithType(type(𝑡 ), 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ + 1);

15 𝑣 ← create variable with 𝑐 and 𝑝𝑡 ;

16 return 𝑣;

and Class2 c2). Since there is a String type variable defined in

seed program, we reuse it at 1©. However, there is no variable of

type Class2 defined in the seed program, JavaTailor needs to re-

cursively create variables of Class2 and its parameters of types

int and float in the next recursion. Since the missing dependent

variables of Class2 are all primitive types, we randomly create a

value for them at 2© and 3©. Then, the variable of Class2 can be

created at 4© and finally create the definition of Class1 c1 at 5©.

After fixing those broken constraints, JavaTailor inserts the pro-

cessed ingredient into the synthesis point. Please note that JavaTai-

lor replaces the return instructions with goto instructions in order

to avoid terminating the synthesized test program prematurely.

Also, it is necessary to assign a label for each goto instruction.

To boost the interaction between the ingredient and the seed pro-

gram, JavaTailor inserts the label to the code belonging to the

seed program.

3.3 Synthesized Program Execution

After generating a new test program via synthesis, JavaTailor then

executes it and checks whether it reveals a JVM bug or not. Here,

JavaTailor adopts differential testing as the test oracle, which com-

pares the outputs of different JVM implementations (such asHotSpot

and OpenJ9) with regard to this test program. Since a test program

may produce a large amount of outputs, which may include non-

deterministic outputs (such as time-related outputs), it may incur

the inaccuracy when determining an inconsistency. Moreover, faced

with the same exception, different JVM implementations may also

produce different stack traces, further aggravating the difficulty of

determining an inconsistency.

JavaTailor relieves this challenge from the following three scenar-

ios: 1) If one JVM terminates normally while another JVM crashes,

JavaTailor regards it as an inconsistency without doubts; 2) If both

JVM implementations crash during the execution of the same syn-

thesized test program, JavaTailor extracts the exception messages

from the produced stack traces by employing regular expressions

(such as identifying the lines including the keywords of Exception,

Error and Failure), in order to reduce the influence of different

styles of stack traces produced by different JVM implementations.

Then, if the extracted exception messages are different, JavaTailor

regards it as an inconsistency. 3) If both JVM terminates normally,

the outputs are also produced by the synthesized test program. To

reduce the noise of determining an inconsistency, JavaTailor first

filters out some non-deterministic messages by employing regular

expressions (such as including the keywords of time, random and

thread, and some common time formats), and then filters out the

messages produced by the third-party libraries (such as JUnit and

Log4J) used by the test program. Then, if the remaining outputs are

still different, we regards it as an inconsistency. Regarding the latter

two scenarios, we further manually check whether the identified

inconsistency is a really bug or a false positive before reporting it

to the JVM’s developers. In particular, if an inconsistency is a false

positive, we further design a rule with regard to it and then incor-

porate it in JavaTailor to further boost the accuracy of determining

an inconsistency.

Please note that if there is no inconsistency identified by a synthe-

sized test program, JavaTailor puts it into the pool of seed programs.

In this way, it can be used as a seed program for the following syn-

thesis, and thus a test program combining multiple ingredients from

different historical bug-revealing test programs could be generated,

which may be more helpful to reveal new JVM bugs.

4 EVALUATION

In the study, we aim to address the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does JavaTailor perform in detecting JVM incon-

sistencies?

• RQ2: Can JavaTailor achieve higher JVM coverage?

• RQ3: Are the ingredients extracted from historically bug-

revealing test programs more effective than existing muta-

tion operators for JVM testing?

• RQ4: Can JavaTailor detect previously unknown bugs in the

latest JVM implementations?

4.1 Evaluation Settings

Subjects. Following the existing work [30], we adopted two popu-

lar JVMs, i.e., HotSpot [6] and OpenJ9 [9], as subjects. Table 1 shows

the subjects used in our study. We did not use OpenJDK9 and Open-

JDK10 since they are no longer maintained in OpenJ9. We can find

that for each OpenJDK version, we used one relatively old build and

one latest build for each JVM. Here, to investigate the effectiveness

of JavaTailor based on more significant results in statistics, we used

these relatively old JVM builds as the subjects under test since they

tend to contain more bugs. We call an experiment based on the

relatively old HotSpot build and the relatively old OpenJ9 build

of one OpenJDK version a differential-testing experiment. In total,

we have five differential-testing experiments due to evaluating on

five OpenJDK versions. Regarding these latest JVM builds, they are

used to determine whether an inconsistency detected by JavaTailor

on the relatively old builds in a differential-testing experiment is a

real one by checking whether the inconsistency has been fixed by

the latest JVM builds (more details about it will be presented in the
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Table 1: Studied JVM implementations for differential testing

OpenJDK

Version

JVM

Implementation
JVM Version

build 25.0-b70
HotSpot

build 25.292-b10

build openj9-0.8.0OpenJDK8

OpenJ9
build openj9-0.26.0

build 11+2
HotSpot

build 11.0.11+9

build openj9-0.12.0OpenJDK11

OpenJ9
build openj9-0.26.0

build 12+33
HotSpot

build 12.0.2+10

build openj9-0.13.0OpenJDK12

OpenJ9
build openj9-0.15.1

build 13+33
HotSpot

build 13.0.2+8

build openj9-0.16.0OpenJDK13

OpenJ9
build openj9-0.18.0

build 14+36-1461
HotSpot

build 14.0.2+12

build openj9-0.20.0OpenJDK14

OpenJ9
build openj9-0.21.0

part of evaluation metrics). In particular, we also applied JavaTailor

to test the latest JVM builds to investigate whether it can detect

previously unknown JVM bugs.

Historical Bug-Revealing Test Programs.We collected the test

programs revealing historical bugs from the HotSpot test suite. This

is because it well integrates the bug-revealing test programs from

its bug repositories, and each bug-revealing test program in its test

suite is equipped with the corresponding bug description, which

is convenient for us to distinguish whether a test program in the

test suite is bug-revealing or just a normal test. In particular, we

removed the test programs that can reveal bugs directly on the

subjects under test in order to clearly investigate the effectiveness

of JavaTailor. Moreover, we filtered out the test programs that

cannot run successfully in our experimental environment. Finally,

we collected 630 bug-revealing test programs in total. Based on

them, JavaTailor extracts a large number of ingredients (i.e., 33,002),

including 17,716 SEQ ingredients , 8,914 IF ingredients, 6,122 LOOP

ingredients, 236 TRAP ingredients and 14 SWITCH ingredients.

Seed Programs.We collected the benchmarks that were used in

the existing JVM testing study [30] and the test programs from

the test suites of HotSpot and OpenJ9 as seed programs. Table 2

shows the basic information of our used seed programs. The former

six benchmarks are selected from the existing study [12], and only

one classfile (the one including main function) in each of them

is used as the seed program following the study [30]. There are

some other benchmarks used in the existing study [12, 30], but they

cannot run successfully in our experimental environment due to

their old/outdated versions. The fourth column shows the number

of Jimple instructions in the seed programs for each benchmark.

Table 2: Benchmarks description

ID Project #size #inst #iter

P1 avrora 1 302 5000

P2 eclipse 1 2061 20000

P3 pmd 1 840 10000

P4 jython 1 377 6000

P5 fop 1 187 3000

P6 sunflow 1 308 4000

P7 HotSpot-tests 630 136823 3 days

P8 Openj9-tests 1616 273710 3 days

Besides, we constructed two interesting scenarios by using the

test programs from the test suite of HotSpot and OpenJ9 as seed

programs. First, we used the above 630 historically bug-revealing

test programs from HotSpot as seed programs, which is helpful to

investigate the power of integrating various historical bug-revealing

test programs. Second, we also collected the test programs from

the test suite of OpenJ9 as seed programs, which is interesting

to investigate whether the ingredients from the test programs in

one JVM (i.e., HotSpot) can augment the effectiveness of the test

programs in the other JVM (i.e., OpenJ9). Similarly, we discarded

the test programs that can reveal bugs on our used subjects or

cannot run successfully in our experimental environment. In total,

we obtained 1,616 test programs from the test suite of OpenJ9 as

seed programs.

Compared Approaches. In the study, we compared JavaTailor

with the state-of-the-art JVM testing approach, i.e., classming [30].

classming designs several mutation operators to minorly modify

a seed program, aiming to alter the control- and data- flow of

the seed program, which includes the insertion of five keywords:

goto, return, throw, lookupswitch, and tableswitch. Different
from the testing process of JavaTailor (i.e., for generating each test

program, it randomly selects an ingredient and a seed program

for synthesis), classming incorporates the MCMC (Markov Chain

Monte Carlo) algorithm to guide the selection of mutation operators

in order to iteratively mutate a given test program for generating a

series of mutated test programs.

To further evaluate the contribution of our ingredient synthesis

method, we mitigate the difference of the testing process between

JavaTailor and classming. Specifically, we constructed a variant of

JavaTailor by replacing our ingredient synthesis method with the

minor mutation operators proposed in classming, which is called

Javaming. That is, for generating each test program, Javaming

randomly selects a mutation operator and a seed program, and then

applies the mutation operator to the seed program to produce a

new test program. If it does not reveal a JVM bug, this test program

will be placed into the pool of seed programs for future selections.

Implementation and Environment. We implemented JavaTai-

lor based on OpenJDK8 (a popular OpenJDK version) and Soot

(a mature program analysis tool for Java classfiles that has been

widely used in the existing work [30, 31, 41]). Regarding using

Soot in implementing JavaTailor, it definitely can be replaced with

other libraries, but we chose Soot for a fair comparison with the

state-of-the-art classming (which is also implemented on Soot). In

JavaTailor, the maximal recursion depth (i.e., D) of constructing
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new definitions is set to 5. Since the implementation for classming is

not available, we carefully re-implemented it based on the descrip-

tion in the existing work [30]. All the settings are consistent with

the existing work [30]. In particular, we ran our re-implementation

of classming according to the study design of its original work [30],

and indeed obtained very similar results, which demonstrates the

validity of our re-implementation.

All our experiments are conducted on a sever with two dodeca-

core CPUs Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4214 CPU @ 2.20GHz and 251GB

RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS (64 bit). The implementation

of JavaTailor and our datasets can be found at our project home-

page [7] for future usage and replication.

Evaluation Metrics. We considered three metrics to measure the

effectiveness of JavaTailor. The first one is the number of unique

inconsistencies. To answer RQ1, we applied each JVM testing ap-

proach to each pair of JVM builds (i.e., the pair of relatively old JVM

builds of HotSpot and OpenJ9) in each differential-testing experi-

ments. During the given testing period, each approach may detect

a number of inconsistencies between each pair of JVM builds. As

presented in Section 3.3, an inconsistency may be a real bug or

a false positive, and we further ran each approach on the corre-

sponding pair of the latest builds of HotSpot and OpenJ9 in order

to check whether the inconsistency still exists or not. If the incon-

sistency disappears, we regarded it as a bug and this bug has been

fixed in the latest builds; Otherwise, we further manually investi-

gated it to obtain the conclusion of the inconsistency. Also, some

inconsistencies may be duplicated due to the same bug, and thus

we further de-duplicated them according to the crash messages

since most of inconsistencies involved the crashes of at least one

JVM implementation in each pair in our study. We call the num-

ber of inconsistencies after de-duplication the number of unique

inconsistencies. Relying on crash messages may not achieve perfect

de-duplication, but it is the most widely-used automatic method

to identify unique failures in the existing work [29]. Indeed, it is a

potential threat and we will design more accurate metrics in the

future.

Since we also applied JavaTailor to test the latest JVM builds

in RQ4, we cannot use the above method to automatically deter-

mine whether each detected inconsistency is a real bug or a false

positive. Here, we manually investigated them, and then created

and submitted a bug report to the corresponding bug repository for

each potential bug after our manual investigation. Then, we can ob-

tain the number of detected unknown bugs according to developers’

feedback, which is the second metric in our study.

Furthermore, we further measured the test coverage of JVM (that

is the third metric in our study) achieved by each approach, in

order to deeply understand the effectiveness difference between

JavaTailor and classming. Here, we measured the widely-used line

coverage, branch coverage, and function coverage, respectively.

4.2 Process

To answer RQ1, in each differential-testing experiment, we ran each

approach for the same testing period on each benchmark. For the

former six benchmarks, the existing work proposing classming pro-

vides the number of iterations for each of them. Here, we kept the

same setting for classming to show its expected effectiveness and

recorded the testing time spent on completing the corresponding

iterations on each benchmark, then ran JavaTailor for the same test-

ing time on the corresponding benchmark for fair comparison with

classming. For the latter two benchmarks, we ran each approach

for three days respectively. Since classming is an iterative process

on a seed program, it is required to set the number of iterations

on each seed program in the two benchmarks. According to the

former six benchmarks, we can obtain that one instruction requires

14 iterations on average. Thus, for the latter two benchmarks, after

selecting a seed program, we set the number of iterations on it to

14 ∗ the number of instructions of the seed program for classming.

The testing process of each approach terminates after running for

three days for fair comparison. To answer RQ3, we ran Javaming

following the same setting of RQ1.

To answer RQ2, we took HotSpot build 11-internal+0 for Open-

JDK11 as the representative, for test coverage collection. The run-

ning process of each approach is consistent with the setting of

RQ1. To collect the coverage of HotSpot, we compiled it with the

flag –enable-native-coverage, and then adopts Gcov [4] and

Lcov [8] to collect and analyze the line coverage, branch coverage,

and function coverage achieved by each approach. In particular, we

consider all the source code irrelevant to the underlying platforms

in HotSpot for coverage collection. In total, there are 331,978 lines

of code, 199,173 branches, and 95,351 functions.

To answer RQ4, we applied JavaTailor to the latest JVM builds,

and ran it on each differential-testing experiment for a longer test-

ing time (i.e., five days). Since manually analyzing and reporting

each unknown bug is time-consuming, especially the process of

reducing a bug-revealing test program into a small but still bug-

revealing one, we chose OpenJDK8 and OpenJDK11 as the repre-

sentatives for testing in this experiment.

4.3 Results and Analysis

4.3.1 RQ1: Effectiveness of JavaTailor. Table 3 shows the compari-

son results among JavaTailor, classming, and Javaming in terms of

the number of detected unique inconsistencies.

By comparing JavaTailor and classming, we found that JavaTailor

is able to detect much more unique inconsistencies than classming

for each differential-testing experiment on each benchmark. By tak-

ing the differential-testing experiment for OpenJDK8 as an example,

classming detects unique inconsistencies on four benchmarks and

the total number of unique inconsistencies is 35, while JavaTailor

detects unique inconsistencies on all the eight benchmarks and the

total number of unique inconsistencies is up to 377. The improve-

ments of JavaTailor over classming range from 792.31% to 1742.86%

across all the differential-testing experiments except OpenJDK14

(only JavaTailor detects inconsistencies on this version and thus we

cannot calculate the improvement on it) in terms of the total num-

ber of unique inconsistencies on all the benchmarks. The results

demonstrate the significant superiority of our proposed approach

JavaTailor over the state-of-the-art approach classming.

We further analyzed the reason why JavaTailor significantly out-

performs the state-of-the-art approach classming. The latter focuses

on exploring various control- and data- flow of the seed program

based on the ingredients itself in an iterative way, which actu-

ally limits the space of constructing test programs. Different from
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Table 3: JVM inconsistencies detection effectiveness comparison

ID
OpenJDK8 OpenJDK11 OpenJDK12 OpenJDK13 OpenJDK14

C.M. J.T. J.M. C.M. J.T. J.M. C.M. J.T. J.M. C.M. J.T. J.M. C.M. J.T. J.M.

P1 0 8 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

P2 0 14 2 0 8 0 0 2 0 0 6 0 0 0 0

P3 0 9 2 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 1 0

P4 0 8 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

P5 3 12 0 4 17 4 4 18 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

P6 2 20 0 0 8 0 0 5 0 1 4 0 0 1 0

P7 4 143 7 1 122 3 2 48 3 2 30 0 0 16 0

P8 26 163 10 9 92 8 10 95 8 9 70 4 0 70 0

Total 35 377 21 14 258 15 17 174 11 13 116 4 0 88 0

C.M. and J.T. are the abbreviations of classming and JavaTailor respectively

SEQ

IF

LOOP
TRAP

SWITCH
0.12%

3.94%
15.76%

30.05%

50.12%

Figure 6: Inconsistency distribution

by ingredient types

Table 4: Confirmed/Fixed unknown bugs

Bug ID JVM Affected Versions Status

Bug#12819 OpenJ9 OpenJDK 8, 11, 16 Fixed

Bug#12992 OpenJ9 OpenJDK 8, 11, 16 Fixed

Bug#12552 OpenJ9 OpenJDK 8, 9, 10, 11 Fixed

Bug#12815 OpenJ9 OpenJDK 8, 11, 16 Confirmed

Bug#13242 OpenJ9 OpenJDK 8, 11, 16 Confirmed

JDK-8271457 HotSpot OpenJDK 9, 11, 17 Confirmed

classming, JavaTailor incorporates various bug-revealing ingredi-

ents from historical test programs to generate new test programs,

which not only can construct the test programs with diverse (even

bug-revealing) control- and data- flow but also enlarges the test

program space to increase the chance of producing bug-revealing

test programs. Besides, according to the results on the benchmark

of HotSpot’s test programs, JavaTailor detects much more unique

inconsistencies than classming, demonstrating that combining vari-

ous ingredients from different historically bug-revealing test pro-

grams is more effective than just individually exploring each his-

torically bug-revealing test program. According to the results on

the benchmark of OpenJ9’s test programs, JavaTailor also detects a

large number of unique inconsistencies, showing that the testing

capability of one JVM’s test suite can be augmented by another

JVM’s test suite.

We also investigated whether each type of ingredients can help

detect some unique inconsistencies, whose results are shown in

Figure 6. This figure presents the percentage of each type of ingre-

dients resulting in the detection of unique inconsistencies. Here,

we integrated the results of all the differential-testing experiments.

We found that every type of ingredients are able to detect unique

inconsistencies. In particular, there are a small number of SWITCH

ingredients in our dataset (i.e., 14), but they also revealed unique

inconsistencies. That demonstrates the contribution of each type

of ingredients. As expected, for each type of ingredients, the num-

ber of detected unique inconsistencies is strongly correlated to

the number of the type of ingredients in our dataset. For example,

we extracted the largest number of SEQ ingredients and indeed it

detected the largest number of unique inconsistencies.

4.3.2 RQ2: JVM’s Coverage Comparison. We compared JavaTailor

and classming in terms of JVM’s coverage (including line cover-

age, branch coverage, and function coverage) achieved by them

respectively, in order to further explain why JavaTailor performs

better than classming. Figure 7 shows the coverage comparison

results, where the gray lines present the coverage achieved by the

seed programs, and the green and yellow lines present the cover-

age achieved by JavaTailor and classming on the basis of the seed

programs respectively. We found that regardless of line coverage,

branch coverage, or function coverage, the improved coverage by

classming over the seed programs is very small on each benchmark,

indicating that just altering control- and data- flow of the seed

programs based on their own ingredients is hard to bring large

JVM coverage increments. Regarding JavaTailor, its improved JVM

coverage over both classming and the seed programs is obvious

on all the benchmarks (except P7). The results demonstrate that

incorporating more ingredients from other test programs into the

seed programs are more helpful to improve JVM coverage, resulting

in the detection of more unique inconsistencies than classming.

The reason for P7 is that both the ingredient pool and the seed

programs are from the same test programs in the HotSpot’s test

suite, leading to the small coverage increments. However, we can

observe that the improvement in terms of branch coverage on P7 is

larger than that in terms of line coverage and function coverage,

indicating that combining various ingredients from different bug-

revealing test programs facilitates to coveragemore interesting JVM

branches/paths and thus can reveal more unique inconsistencies.

4.3.3 RQ3: Comparison between JavaTailor and Javaming. We fur-

ther compared our ingredient synthesis method and existing minor

mutation operators by mitigating the influence of the testing pro-

cess by comparing JavaTailor and Javaming. The columns ”J.T.” and

”J.M.” in Table 3 show the comparison results. We obtained the simi-

lar conclusions with RQ1, i.e., JavaTailor detects much more unique

inconsistencies than Javaming. The improvements of JavaTailor

over Javaming range from 1482.82% to 2800.00% across all the

differential-testing experiments except OpenJDK14 (only JavaTailor

detect inconsistencies on this version) in terms of the total number

of unique inconsistencies on all the benchmarks, demonstrating the

significant superiority of our ingredient synthesis method over the

existing elaborately designedminor mutation operators. In addition,

classming performs better than Javaming in general, demonstrating
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Figure 7: JVM code coverage comparison

 1 public static Method main:"([Ljava/lang/String;)V"
 2  stack 5 locals 6
 3 {
 4       new class java/util/ArrayList;
 5       dup;
 6       invokespecial Method java/util/ArrayList."<init>":"()V";
 7       astore_0;                               // stores ArrayList
 8       ...
 9  L13: stack_frame_type full;
10       aload_0;                                // loads ArrayList
11       checkcast class java/util/List;//compares String[] with List
12       ...
13   if_icmplt L13;
14       getstatic Field /System.out:"Ljava/io/PrintStream;";
15       ldc String "Success";
16       invokevirtual Method …println:"(Ljava/lang/String;)V";
17       return;
18 }

Figure 8: OpenJ9 Bug#12819

the effectiveness of the MCMC-based testing process in classming.

That further motivates a promising direction of improving JavaTai-

lor through designing more effective strategies to guide the process

of test program synthesis, which will be discussed in Section 5.
4.3.4 RQ4: Unknown Bugs detected by JavaTailor. We also applied

JavaTailor to test the latest build of bothHotSpot andOpenJ9 for two

most popular OpenJDK versions (i.e., OpenJDK8 and OpenJDK11).

During the test time of five days, JavaTailor detects 10 unknown

bugs and 6 have been confirmed or fixed by developers, while class-

ming and Javaming did not detect any unknown bugs. One possible

reason could be that classming has applied against the JVMs before,

making them immune to the classming-like approaches. Table 4

shows the detailed information for the confirmed/fixed unknown

bugs detected by JavaTailor. In particular, all these bugs cannot be

detected by classming and Javaming based on our used benchmarks

during the given testing period. We then used one unknown bug

as en example for further illustration.

Figure 8 shows an OpenJ9 bug (Bug#12819 [3]) detected by Ja-

vaTailor, which is represented by Jasm (a bytecode-like assembly

language that allows testers to reorganize bytecode order in a spe-

cific way [1]). In this example, Lines 14-16 corresponding to the

System.out.println("Success") statement in the seed program,

which should be executed and output "Success". However, this
statement was not executed on the latest OpenJ9 (for both Open-

JDK8 and OpenJDK11) due to a bug in the OpenJ9’s optimizer. Lines

9-13 of the inserted code contain a complex nested loop. Due to the

space limit, we only showed the outermost loop. OpenJ9 optimizes

this complex loop for better execution performance. Specifically,

JVM stores the first parameter (if exists) of the static function

(i.e., String[] in the main function at Line 1) to the local variable

table at index 0, and then this local variable is overwritten by an

ArrayList at Line 7. Since the optimizer of OpenJ9 assumes that

the types of these parameters in the local variable table will not

change during execution, it compares String[] with List at Line

11 but actually should compare ArrayList with List. Then, the
optimizer believes that the checkcast must fail due to impossi-

ble conversion between String[] and List, and thus removes all

the instructions after the outermost loop, causing that "Success"
cannot be outputted. The developers of OpenJ9 fixed this bug by

making the function’s parameters in the local variable table become

changeable during the optimization process, since these types may

be changed during execution. Note that classming failed to detect

this bug, since 1) classming cannot introduce such a complicated

loop into the seed program; 2) it cannot introduce the instructions

that overwrite the local variable table into the seed program.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Future Work

First, as presented in Section 4.3.3, regarding classming, MCMC-

based mutation is more effective than random mutation, and thus it

may be helpful to improve the performance of JavaTailor by design-

ing an effective strategy for guiding synthesis. The strategy should

guide to select both an ingredient and a seed program, as well as

the synthesis point in the seed program. Second, in our study we

came across one common but interesting type of false positives, i.e.,

HotSpot and OpenJ9 have different implementations for the same

OpenJDK specification, but both of them believe they conform the

specification. The root cause may lie in that the specification is a bit

general. In the future, we may report such kind of inconsistencies

to OpenJDK for further understanding. Third, although we eval-

uated JavaTailor on JVM implementations, the idea of JavaTailor

is actually general. This idea could be generalized to other soft-

ware taking programs as test inputs, such as compilers, symbolic

executors, and database, as long as there are a large number of test

programs revealing historical bugs that can be collected.

5.2 Threats to Validity

The internal threat to validity mainly lies in the implementations of

JavaTailor and classming. To reduce this kind of threat, two authors

carefully checked all code and we implemented them based on the

mature tool Soot. Regarding the re-implementation of classming,
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we implemented it according to the description in its paper and

checked its correctness by reproducing its original evaluation.

The external threat to validity mainly lies in the benchmarks

and historically bug-revealing test programs used in our study. In

our study, we used six benchmarks from the existing study [30] and

constructed two benchmarks based on the test suites of HotSpot and

OpenJ9. Also, we collected 630 test programs revealing historical

HotSpot’s bugs from its test suite. To further reduce this kind of

threat, we will evaluate JavaTailor on more benchmarks and the

test programs revealing other JVM’s bugs.

The construct threat to validity mainly in the randomness in-

volved in those approaches. To reduce this threat, we conducted

five differential-testing experiments instead of repeating one exper-

iment several times. Indeed, our results demonstrate that JavaTailor

stably outperforms classming in all the five experiments.

6 RELATEDWORK

Since the first work on fuzzing [40], various techniques have been

proposed for fuzzing software systems from different application

domains [13, 32, 49, 51, 52, 55]. While all such techniques are related

to this work, we mainly talk about the most closely related work in

the areas of JVM testing and compiler fuzzing in this section.

JVM Testing. Due to the crucial role of JVM, both industry and

academia proposed various testing techniques to ensure JVM’s qual-

ity [11]. Besides classming and classfuzz introduced before, Sirer

et al. [44] proposed lava, which generates test programs based on

the production grammar. Yoshikawa et al. [54] proposed a random

test program generator to test the JIT compiler. Freund et al. [33]

developed a specification to verify bytecode verifiers in the form of

a type system. Calvagna et al. [15–17] used a finite state machine

model of the JVM specification to assess the conformance of JVM.

Hwang et al. [36] proposed JUSTGen, which designs a set of do-

main specific languages and generates test programs by identifying

unspecified cases from the JNI specification.

All of them except classming and classfuzz target one compo-

nent in JVM. Different from them, JavaTailor is independent of a

certain component in JVM. For example, our collected historical

bug-revealing test programs for ingredient extraction cover the

testing of a wide range of JVM components, such as C1 (client com-

piler), C2 (server compiler) and GC (garbage collection). Different

from classming and classfuzz, JavaTailor synthesizes the ingredients

extracted from historical bug-revealing test programs with a seed

program to produce valid new test programs, and our experimental

results have shown that JavaTailor significantly outperforms the

state-of-the-art classming. In actual, JavaTailor can be combined

with existing research, such as concurrency testing [48, 50], to

target different components in JVM.

Compiler Testing. Similar to JVM, the test inputs of compilers

are also programs [14, 21, 24], and thus we also briefly introduce

the related work on compiler testing [19, 20, 22, 25, 27, 28, 43]. For

example, Yang et al. [53] proposed Csmith, which generates C pro-

grams based on the grammar of the C language. Lidbury et al. [39]

proposed CLsmith on the basis of Csmith for OpenCL compiler test

program generation. Chen et al. [26]. proposed HiCOND, which

uses historical data to infer a set of bug-revealing test configurations

for effective test program generation. Le et al. [37] proposed EMI,

which generates a program variant equivalent to the original test

program under the given test inputs, and then uses these program

pairs to test compilers. Based on the idea of EMI, researchers fur-

ther proposed Athena [38] and Hermes [46]. Different from them,

JavaTailor targets JVM testing by mining the ingredients in his-

torical bug-revealing test programs and then inserting them to a

seed program for test program generation. Such history-driven test

program synthesis is also novel in the area of compiler testing and

could be generalized to this area as discussed in Section 5.1.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a history-driven test program synthesis

approach, called JavaTailor. It first tackles the challenge of extract-

ing ingredients from bug-revealing test programs by designing five

types of ingredients. Then, it inserts these extracted ingredients

into seed programs, and automatically fixes the broken syntactic

and semantic constraints in the ingredients in order to produce

valid synthesized programs. Finally, these synthesized programs

are used to differentially test JVMs. We conducted extensive experi-

ments on popular JVM implementations (i.e., HotSpot and OpenJ9)

to evaluate the effectiveness of JavaTailor. The experimental results

demonstrate that JavaTailor significantly outperforms the state-

of-the-art technique. That is, JavaTailor can achieve higher JVM

code coverage and expose more unique inconsistencies. Moreover,

JavaTailor found 6 unknown bugs that have been confirmed or

fixed by developers.
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